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Mini-Lesson A: Monetization
News Literacy Teacher Guide

 AnticipAte  by asking students how they think news outlets fund their activities. How does “the 
news” make money? 

 Distribute  the reading to the class.

 reAD  with the class, pausing to discuss. Alternatively, have students read in groups or 
independently.

Web Activity (individual or whole class)

 ArrAnge  for student online access -OR- set up a computer and projector in your classroom.  

 copy  the Web Activity student access link so you can send students there if they are 
working individually. If you’re using this as a whole-class activity, be sure to follow 
the student access link to access the slides.

 Distribute  the Web Activity handout to the class.

whole class: 
 project  the first slide of the web activity. For each slide, follow the link and read or 

analyze the website material as a class. Have students fill out their handouts as 
you work through the activity slides together.

individual:
 Assign  students to complete the web activity and handout independently or in pairs. 

 Discuss  what students found and the answers they came up with.  

Step by Step

Time Needed: 1-2 class periods

Materials: 

• Web Activity link found on the teacher web 
page for this lesson

• Student internet access -OR- a classroom 
computer and projector with internet access 

Handouts:

• Reading (1 page; class set)
• Web Activity (2 pages; class set)

Objectives: Students will be able to...
• Recognize that news reporting is a business 
• Identify the relationship between news and 

advertising
• Evaluate “native advertising” for deceptiveness

Fillable PDF handouts are available 
as an alternative to paper. Find them 

on the web page for this lesson. 
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What’s It Worth?

Think about the last time you went to a movie theater, bought a book, or 
paid to rent or buy a video game. Even if you haven’t been able to afford 
any of those things recently, odds are you probably would spend money 
on them if you could. So if you had the money, how much would you be 
willing to spend for a night at the movies? Would you pay that same amount 
to watch a story about the most important bills Congress is considering this 
session? Or to access an online article about addressing food shortage in Africa? Odds are, you wouldn’t 

be willing to pay nearly as much—let alone the amount it costs news providers to make 
those stories.

Paying the Bills

Keeping the public informed costs money. For one thing, people involved in the 
process of gathering and delivering information get paid for their work and 
expertise. And then there are expenses—paper, ink, web hosting, broadcast 
towers, heat and electricity in the office, travel costs for journalists, toilet paper 
for the bathrooms, and a gazillion other things. In other words, news is a business 

just like any other business. Without an income, a business can’t keep operating. 
That means news providers must find ways to monetize the news by making 

money off their content. And, of course, most news providers aren’t just trying to 
break even. They want to make a profit, too.

You Got Something We Want

So how can news turn a profit? Not very easily. Unlike movie tickets or video games, people aren’t too 
interested in shelling out top dollar for news. So while selling newspapers and online subscriptions brings 
in some money, it’s not enough to keep the lights on. News outlets need a better way to profit off their 
content, and one source stands out: Advertising. Lots of people pay attention to the news, which means 
news providers have something to sell besides just news—their audience. Companies want to market 
products to consumers. News providers have large audiences full of consumers. The news provider sells 
advertising time or space to companies, and the companies get 
their product seen by the news provider’s audience. 

The Information Biz

To be clear, monetizing the news doesn’t work any differently from 
monetizing your favorite TV show. In both cases, advertisers pay 
to access the audience. What is different is the content. While TV 
shows are meant to entertain, news is meant to inform. It’s the 
only way we can find out what our government is up to and what’s 
going on in the world around us, so you can probably see that the 
crossover between news and profit raises some concerns. For example, a news 
provider with a huge audience can charge more for advertising than a provider with a medium-sized 
audience. Could wanting to attract more people affect a news provider’s decisions about which stories to 
cover? What about fear of losing a major advertiser’s business? 

Journalism ethics make it clear that advertisers should have no influence over news coverage. Still, the 
lines between journalism and advertising are getting more and more blurred as news providers develop 
new ways to deliver advertisers’ messages to their audience. Ethical news providers that follow a clear 
set of journalistic standards are much less likely to let advertising dollars influence their news decisions.
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Name:

web activ ity

sliDe 1: ADvertising revenue

1. Percent of the news industry’s income 
that comes from advertising:

______%

2. News sector that brings in the most 
advertising dollars:

    Sector: ________________________

            $ ________________________

3. You might think cable television news 
would bring in the most advertising 
money. Why doesn’t it?

sliDe 3: AuDience for sAle

1. If you didn’t already know that a news provider’s audience is a product, what does each 
page say that would let you know its audience is “for sale”? 

    CNN:      Fox:

2. How does each provider describe its audience?

    CNN:      Fox:

3. On the Fox page, find the graphic that says “#1” in the middle. How do you think this graphic is 
supposed to influence a potential advertiser?

sliDe 2: DemogrAphics

1. If you were the AARP, where would you focus on print or 
digital advertising? Why?

2. What about if you sold high-tech baby monitors? Why?

3. Why do you think such a small proportion of newspaper 
readers in either format are “Gen Z”? 
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Name:

web activ ity p.2

sliDe 4: nAtive ADs in the WilD

Name of the sponsor:    Title of the sponsored content:

_________________________________ ________________________________________________

Use the table to describe how the look of the sponsored content compares with the normal content.

Regular Content Sponsored Content

Similarities

Differences

Describe how the article’s content promotes the 
sponsor:

How likely do you think someone would be to 
notice to the differences?

sliDe 5: Detecting Deception

Mini-lesson a:
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1. How does the FCC define “native advertising”?

2. What makes an advertisement “deceptive”?

3. Why does the FCC believe the ad described in Example 6 could be deceptive? 
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Name:

web activ ity
Use this page to record your answers as you work through the web activity found at WEB ADDRESS.

sliDe 1: ADvertising revenue

1. Percent of the news industry’s income 
that comes from advertising:

______%

2. News sector that brings in the most 
advertising dollars:

    Sector: ________________________

            $ ________________________

3. You might think cable television news 
would bring in the most advertising 
money. Why doesn’t it?

sliDe 3: AuDience for sAle

1. If you didn’t already know that a news provider’s audience is a product, what does each 
page say that would let you know its audience is “for sale”? 

    CNN:      FOX:

2. How does each provider describe its audience?

    CNN:      FOX:

3. On the FOX page, find the graphic that says “#1” in the middle. How do you think this graphic is 
supposed to influence a potential advertiser?

sliDe 2: DemogrAphics

1. If you were the AARP, where would you focus on print or 
digital advertising? Why?

2. What about if you sold high-tech baby monitors? Why?

3. Why do you think such a small proportion of newspaper 
readers in either format are “Gen Z”? 

Mini-lesson a:
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  69

  Daily newspapers

  25.2 billion

Cable news gets a lot of its money 
from cable subscription fees.

Print; bigger proportion of older readers

Digital; bigger share of millennials and Gens X & Z

If students follow the hint link, they learn that people 
in that age group follow the news less closely / are less 
enthusiastic about the news.

The site talks about how many people it 
reaches and tells potential advertisers what 
CNN “can do for your brand.”

“Our audience is one of opinion leaders, 
business decision makers and high income 
earners.”

The site specifically mentions that it “offers 
advertisers an exceptional opportunity to 
connect” to its audience. 

Describes its audience as “loyal, upscale, and 
unduplicated” and “unique.”

It’s offering data about how many viewers/followers the site has.

** TEACHER GUIDE **
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Name:

web activ ity p.2

sliDe 4: nAtive ADs in the WilD

Name of the sponsor:    Title of the sponsored content:

_________________________________ ________________________________________________

Use the table to describe how the look of the sponsored content compares with the normal content.

Regular Content Sponsored Content

Similarities

Differences

Describe how the article’s content promotes the 
sponsor:

How likely do you think someone would be to 
notice to the differences?

sliDe 5: Detecting Deception

Mini-lesson a:
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1. How does the FCC define “native advertising”?

2. What makes an advertisement “deceptive”?

3. Why does the FCC believe the ad described in Example 6 could be deceptive? 

“content that bears a similarity to the news, feature articles, product reviews, 
entertainment, and other material that surrounds it online”

“Advertisements or promotional messages are deceptive if they convey to consumers 
expressly or by implication that they’re independent, impartial, or from a source 
other than the sponsoring advertiser – in other words, that they’re something 
other than ads.”

Consumers could easily think this is just an article about vacuum cleaners and 
not realize it was developed for the company that makes one of the vacuums 
mentioned. 

Answer will depend on the day but should be the same for all students on that day.

The words “sponsored content” in yellow 
and the name of the sponsor in gray, both 
above the headline in the space where the 
tagline would go. 

Headline in large, black font
Article intro/summary in small black font

Tagline / mini-description in blue font 
and all caps above the headline

Headline in large, black font
Article intro/summary in small black font

Accept any reasonable answer Answers will vary depending on the content being 
sponsored at the time you’re doing this activity.

** Answers current as of July 2017. Quartz may change its look/setup.

** TEACHER GUIDE **


